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ABSTRACT Hybrid powerline and visible light communication (HPV) systems offer a cost-effectivemethod
of providing high-speed communication in indoor and outdoor environments, for the realisation of internet
of things (IoT). However, in the HPV system the powerline communication (PLC) channel is inherently
susceptible to impulse noise (IN) due to electrical appliances randomly connected to the powerline. This
adversely affects the HPV system’s bit error rate (BER) performance. In this paper, a time-diversity
Hermitian symmetry (TDHS) scheme, which mitigates the effects of IN in a PLC channel is proposed.
The scheme employs the Hermitian symmetry structure to recover information symbols likely to have been
affected by the IN. By using the TDHS scheme, the probability of the effect of IN on data symbols through
a PLC channel, is drastically reduced by 75%. By simulations, the effectiveness of the TDHS scheme is
demonstrated via the enhanced BER performance of the system. The TDHS scheme is then implemented
over a permutation coded HPV system using the amplify-and-forward protocol at the PLC-VLC integration
unit and the Hungarian-Murty (HM) soft-decision decoder at the destination. The combination of the TDHS
scheme and the HM decoder in a coded system provides further BER performance enhancement, exceeding
10 dB gain in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a BER of 10−4.
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INDEX TERMS Hermitian symmetry, hybrid powerline and visible light communication, impulse noise,
time-diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION17

Smart homes, smart cities, smart mines, wearables and con-18

nected cars are just but a few areas where the internet of19

things (IoT) has developed and will continue to grow [1], [2],20

[3]. This growth demands increasingly wide coverage areas,21

high capacities and data rates to maintain reliable and ubiq-22

uitous connectivity of several smart devices and machines,23

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fang Yang .

regardless of their environment and geographical locations. 24

Thereby presenting a challenge on the current commonly 25

used standalone radio frequency (RF) networks. Therefore, 26

hybrid networks where various communication technologies 27

complement each other to achieve the device-to-device and 28

device-to-infrastructure connectivity, have been proposed [3], 29

[4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Some of the common communication 30

technologies studied for hybrid networks include RF, visible 31

light communication (VLC) and powerline communication 32

(PLC). VLC is a type of optical wireless communication 33
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technology that uses the electromagnetic wavelengths within34

the visible spectrum. Thus, VLC is capable of providing35

illumination and data communication simultaneously. On the36

other hand, the powerline provides power to the VLC trans-37

mitters and also works as an information backbone [9], [10],38

[11], [12].39

Fig. 1 depicts some areas where hybrid networks con-40

sisting of either a pair of or all of the three technologies41

previously mentioned, have been applied with potential for42

optimisation. For example, hospitals and underground mines43

have areas where an RF solution could be undesirable, thus44

VLC can be used as an access point solution, whose infor-45

mation is provided via the PLC channel. Fig. 1 also shows46

a smart transport system, where the RF and VLC technolo-47

gies complement each other to achieve the vehicle-to-vehicle48

(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) communication49

involving traffic lights and security/speed cameras installed50

on the road. Furthermore, a hybrid of RF, PLC and VLC51

is assumed for achieving the smart home, shown in Fig. 1.52

Additionally, a hybrid configuration is shown for a smart car53

whose powerline network is integrated to its VLC enabled54

lights. All these scenarios show that hybrid networks are55

inevitable in achieving several simultaneous smart device56

connectivity.57

The presence of the powerline in most locations of Fig. 1,58

makes PLC a strong candidate for championing the IoT59

campaign, for smart cities, smart underground mines and60

smart homes [3], [4], [5], [13]. Additionally, because high61

power efficient solid state lighting is being rolled out for both62

outdoor and indoor illumination, it is possible to have VLC63

wherever the installation of solid state lighting is available.64

Hence, VLC has also been proposed to be one of the main65

technologies that enable the full realisation of IoT [4], [14],66

[15]. Motivated by the relevance of both PLC and VLC in the67

IoT domain and the drive towards hybrid networks, in this68

work, we investigate the hybrid configuration of PLC and69

VLC, we refer to as the HPV system.70

Since the first demonstration of VLC [10], [11], light emit-71

ting diodes became the highly considered VLC transmitters72

due to their advantages of low cost, energy efficient, dura-73

bility and their ability to be modulated at high speed. Apart74

from the much desired wide unlicensed spectrum in order75

of several hundred terahertz (THz), some notable advantages76

attributed to VLC technology are its non-subjection to inter-77

ference by electromagnetic sources, congestion, as well as78

high level of security since it does not penetrate through79

walls. Potential application areas for VLC include, but not80

limited to hospitals andmineswhere RF could be undesirable,81

smart transport systems, smart lighting of smart buildings and82

underwater communication.83

Like VLC, PLC has an advantage of having ubiquitous84

presence in indoor environments which is a desirable com-85

munication network feature for coverage enhancement. Some86

of the applications of PLC include providing remote meter87

reading services, voice communication, data acquisition and88

intra-vehicle communication [5], [12], [13].89

In light of the above, the integration of PLC and VLC is 90

naturally achievable based on the fact that lighting devices 91

always need power supply and that powerlines are ubiqui- 92

tously available in environments such as houses, hospitals, 93

office spaces, server rooms and high busy trading areas such 94

as shoppingmalls [16], [17], [18]; resulting in a cost-effective 95

implementation of the HPV system. 96

Being an emerging and developing integrated scheme, 97

various areas of the HPV system still require optimisation. 98

Hence, since the first demonstration of an HPV system [16], 99

a significant number of studies with regards to integration 100

schemes between PLC and VLC, hybrid channel models, 101

coverage optimisation, modulation, multiplexing, multiple 102

access (MA), as well as spectrum and power efficiency 103

schemes, have been reported. For instance, simulated HPV 104

channel models based on PLC and VLC practical measure- 105

ments are presented in [19] and [20], while authors in [21] and 106

[22] derived the HPV channel models using a semi-hidden 107

Markov model (SHMM) with the aid of a Fritchman chan- 108

nel state representation model. Measurements obtained from 109

different positions were used in an indoor VLC environment, 110

aided by software-defined radios. Integration techniques of 111

the two channels is also an area that has received a lot of atten- 112

tion, with the two main protocols identified as amplify-and- 113

forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) [22], [23], [24], 114

[25]. For the AF protocol, the signal received from the PLC 115

channel is scaled and amplified, before modulating the VLC 116

transmitters. On the other hand, in the DF protocol, the signal 117

is decoded and subjected to the AF processes before being 118

re-transmitted by the VLC transmitters. 119

In [26] and [27], the bit error rate (BER) performance of 120

an HPV system with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 121

configurations at the VLC sections, is presented with prac- 122

tical indoor considerations. It was established that channel 123

effects from both PLC and VLC have an influence on the 124

BER performance of the HPV system.Moreover, the location 125

and positions of the transmitters and receivers at the VLC 126

section also have an influence on the BER performance of 127

the system. Furthermore, single carrier M -ary modulation 128

schemes such as phase shift-keying, multi-carrier modulation 129

such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 130

and multiplexing schemes such as color shift-keying (CSK) 131

and bit division multiplexing (BDM) have been investigated 132

for HPV systems [25], [28], [29], [30]. Additionally, both 133

orthogonal and non-orthogonal MA techniques have also 134

been considered for the HPV system [31], [32], [33], demon- 135

strating the hybrid scheme’s potential to be used in high 136

speed networks and ultimately, for IoT. With such significant 137

ongoing research work, HPV systems are not only projected 138

to complement, but in some application areas, projected to 139

substitute the existing RF solutions. 140

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION 141

Despite their merits, HPV systems are prone to channel noise. 142

Precisely, in an indoor environment where electrical appli- 143

ances are randomly plugged in the powerline, noise impulses 144
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FIGURE 1. A depiction of hybrid networks of RF, PLC and VLC technologies for infrastructure and device interconnection.

are injected affecting the communication signals that are145

transmitted over the PLC channel. In literature, impulse noise146

(IN) has been shown to occur in random bursts [34], [35],147

[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], affecting either a group148

of frequencies over a period of time or data symbols in a149

sequence of time-slots.150

Several methods to combat the effects of IN and151

narrow-band interference (NBI) in the fast time-varying152

PLC channel have been proposed. For instance, the simple153

method of suppressing the IN effects by preceding the OFDM154

receiver with clipping or blanking [42] has been successfully155

applied in PLC systems to enhance the performance of the156

OFDM receiver [43], [44]. The work in [42] demonstrated157

that simultaneously exploiting the advantages of the clip-158

ping and blanking schemes by combining them yields better159

results, compared to using the two schemes independently.160

While, in [43], pre-processing the signal at the transmitter161

was proposed and shown to enhance the performance of162

the blanking/clipping-based techniques for IN mitigation in163

powerline channels. In [45], simple iterative impulsive noise164

suppression algorithms that exploit the noise structure in165

the time and frequency domain, were shown to improve the166

performance of the OFDM receiver. Further, in [44], the167

performance of the PLC system was enhanced by preceding168

the iterative algorithms discussed in [45] with a clipping and169

nulling technique. Noting the inherent issue of high peak-170

to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the transmitted signal in171

OFDM-based systems, various studies have proposed and172

used some variations of the OFDM techniques in PLC. For173

example, vector OFDM (VOFDM) has been reported to174

exhibit lower PAPR than conventional OFDM [46], [47], con-175

sequently resulting in an energy efficient PLC system. Others176

include the combination of OFDMwith phase and continuous177

phase modulation (PM and CPM), which is referred to as178

constant envelope OFDM (CE-OFDM) [48], [49].179

In addition to techniques mentioned above for mitigat- 180

ing IN and PAPR in OFDM based PLC systems, cod- 181

ing techniques have been exploited to address the issue of 182

IN [50]. For instance, permutation codes (PCs) combined 183

with a non-coherent detection scheme such as Mary fre- 184

quency shift keying (MFSK), makes the communication sys- 185

tem robust against permanent frequency disturbances and 186

IN [50]. Whereas in [51], the use of MFSK was shown to 187

mitigate the NBI noise and IN in fast time-varying channels. 188

In addition, a combination of PCs and MFSK was proposed 189

and shown to also mitigate the effects of the burst noise in 190

PLC channels [52], [53], [54]. 191

Time-diversity schemes have also been applied in differ- 192

ent communication technologies for performance reliability 193

enhancement [26], [38]. In time-diversity schemes, informa- 194

tion bits or symbols are repeatedly transmitted such that the 195

receiver has multiple copies of the transmitted signal, from 196

which different decoding schemes such as maximum ratio 197

combining (MRC), majority rule scheme or any comparison 198

based technique, can be applied. In [38], a time-diversity 199

permutation coding scheme for NBI powerline channels was 200

proposed. In the proposed time-diversity scheme of [38], the 201

same information symbol is repeatedly sent over the channel 202

at different times to mitigate the effects of IN. Because the 203

time between repeated information symbols is adjusted to 204

be longer than the length of a typical error burst, then the 205

probability of the repeated information symbol to be affected 206

by the same burst error is reduced. Hence, the unaffected 207

information symbol can be used to recover the transmitted 208

signal. 209

In this work, a novel time-diversity scheme based on 210

the Hermitian symmetry (HS) structure is proposed and 211

implemented at the PLC section of the HPV system. The 212

time-diversity scheme aims at improving the overall BER 213

performance of an HPV system by mitigating the effects 214
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of IN in the PLC channel. Unlike the schemes discussed215

above that exploit the noise structure in the channel or the216

effects of the employed modulation techniques to mitigate217

the IN, in this work, we exploit the HS, a fundamental218

signal property, that has commonly been used to generate real219

OFDM signals in optical systems. In a cascaded system like220

HPV, the achieved data rate is proportional to the data rate of221

the constituent technology with the lower data rate capability.222

Thus, the use of the HS structure at the PLC section, which223

is twice that of the conventional system does not in any224

way affect the system data-rate. Moreover, in this work225

where optical OFDM is applied at the VLC section, the HS226

structure is required to ensure that the signals to modulate the227

VLC transmitters are intensity-modulation direct-detection228

(IM/DD) compatible. Therefore, the TDHS scheme with an229

enhanced reliability, offers the same data rate capability as230

the conventional system because of the HS constraint at the231

integration unit. By conventional HPV system, we refer to232

the system where the information symbols are transmitted233

without being subjected to the HS structure, at the PLC234

section. Furthermore, the proposed TDHS scheme uses the235

AF relaying protocol. Consequently, the implementation is236

simplified and less complex in comparison to an integration237

unit using the DF relaying protocol.238

Since IN occurs in short bursts and can affect data symbols239

in sequence of time-slots, then a scheme that only activates240

a selected and spaced number of time-slots to carry informa-241

tion would further enhance the system’s BER performance.242

As such, PCs are used to attain a systematic pattern of time-243

slot activation.We note from literature that PCs can be used in244

an MA system to identify different users [50], [55], hence the245

TDHS scheme with PCs is extended to an MA HPV system.246

We also note that the MA schemes in literature are mostly247

applied to the VLC section of the HPV system only. However,248

in this work, by using PCs, we apply the MA scheme at249

the PLC section and show that the message can be correctly250

decoded at the VLC receiver, while the need for decoding251

at the PLC/VLC unit is eliminated. While most of the IN252

mitigation schemes mentioned above focus on application of253

the IN mitigation schemes to multi-carrier modulated signal254

in the PLC channel, the TDHS scheme can be applied to both255

single and multi-carrier modulated signals.256

Precisely, the contributions of this work can be summarised257

as follows:258

• Design and investigation of a novel time diversity259

scheme based on the Hermitian symmetry to effectively260

mitigate the inherent IN in PLC channels.261

• We then propose a permutation coded TDHS system and262

use a soft-decision (SD) decoder based on the Hungarian263

and Murty’s optimisation algorithms, for further perfor-264

mance enhancement.265

• Unlike most literature on HPV systems where the MA266

scheme is implemented at the VLC transmitter section,267

we extend the permutation coded TDHS scheme to268

an MA system implemented from the PLC transmitter269

section.270

• We provide an analysis of the performance of the pro- 271

posed TDHS scheme, in terms of BER and goodput, and 272

further compare the results of the HPV system using the 273

TDHS scheme to the results of the conventional HPV 274

systems using both AF and DF protocols. 275

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section III 276

gives the details of the TDHS-based HPV system model as 277

well as the permutation coded TDHS (PC TDHS) system. 278

Under the PC TDHS subsection, the decoding process of the 279

applied SD HM decoder is also presented. Additionally, the 280

principle of the IN detector used at the PLC/VLC integration 281

unit is described. The final part of Section III introduces an 282

MA scheme implemented as an extension of the permuta- 283

tion coded TDHS system. In Section IV, the details of the 284

conducted simulations and results analysis of the investigated 285

systems are presented, after which a conclusion is provided 286

in Section V, the final section of this paper. 287

III. TIME DIVERSITY HERMITIAN SYMMETRY BASED 288

HPV SYSTEM MODELS 289

An HPV system where a single carrier modulation (SCM) 290

scheme is implemented in the PLC section while a 291

multi-carrier modulation scheme, precisely OFDM, is imple- 292

mented at the VLC section, is considered. The use of an SCM 293

in the PLC section avoids the complexity of the use of the 294

fast Fourier transform (FFT) and its inverse at the PLC/VLC 295

integration unit and PLC input, respectively. To reduce the 296

system’s complexity due to the decoding process at the inte- 297

gration unit, the AF relaying protocol is employed. 298

A. TDHS BASED HPV SYSTEM 299

1) SYSTEM MODEL OVERVIEW 300

In the investigated TDHS-based HPV system, the structure 301

of the HS is exploited as a time-diversity mitigation method 302

against IN in the PLC channel. N2 −1 information symbols are 303

transmitted from the PLC side in each transmit period; N is 304

the length of the HSwindow. The N
2 −1 symbols are arranged 305

in an HS structure before they are transmitted over the PLC 306

channel, such that, a message symbol xn is duplicated in the 307

form of its complex conjugate x∗n , for n = 2, 3, . . . , N2 , where 308

the superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. For N time- 309

slots, the general expression relating the message symbols, 310

their complex conjugate and their positions due to the HS 311

constraint is given as: 312

x(ξ+2) = x∗(N−ξ ), ξ = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
N
2
− 2. (1) 313

Thus, the HS structure is formed by concatenating the 314

original vector of message symbols with the vector of 315

their complex conjugate symbols as, [0, x2, x3, . . . , x(N2 )
, 316

0, x∗
(N2 )
, . . . , x∗3 , x

∗

2 ]. Equivalent symbols, xn and x∗n , are there- 317

fore separated enough to avoid the effect of IN which occurs 318

in short bursts. The first and (N2 + 1)th components in the HS 319

structure are set to zero, to avoid any direct-current (DC) shift 320

or residual complex component in the time domain signal. 321
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FIGURE 2. Block diagram of the TDHS based HPV system. D/A, P/S and S/P represent the digital-to-analog, parallel-to-serial and
serial-to-parallel processes, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, the transmitted signal is affected by the322

noise in the PLC channel. Hence, the output signal vector, yp,323

from the PLC channel is given as324

yp = xejφ + np, (2)325

where p is used to denote the signals in the PLC section.326

In (2), x = [0, x2, x3, . . . , x(N2 )
, 0, x∗

(N2 )
, . . . , x∗3 , x

∗

2 ] denotes327

the complex input message symbols in the HS window,328

transmitted via the PLC channel. The output signal vector,329

yp = [yp1, yp2, yp3, . . . , yp(N2 )
, yp(N2 +1)

, y†
p(N2 )

, . . . , y†p3, y
†
p2].330

Due to the effect of the PLC noise on x, the complex conjugate331

feature does not hold for yp. However, the position of the332

elements in the received vector are still assumed. Thus, to dif-333

ferentiate the elements from the complex conjugate notation,334

the superscript, † is used. In addition, np = nG + nI
√
D335

denotes the noise component in the PLC channel comprising336

the background noise nG and the IN, nI. The background337

noise is modelled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)338

(a complex component with zero-mean and variance of σ 2
G =339

2N0, where N0 is the noise power spectral density) and IN340

is assumed to have a Poisson distribution with a variance341

σ 2
G/A. A is the impulsive index determining the frequency of342

occurrence of nI and D is a variable imposing the Poisson343

distribution on nI.344

The signal received from the PLC channel is passed to345

the IN threshold detector (see Section III-A2) where, if a346

transmitted symbol, yp(n), was affected by IN, then the appro-347

priate symbol amplitude is recovered from the element, y†p(n).348

It should be noted that elements in the first and (N2 + 1)th349

positions of yp are basically noise components since zeros350

were transmitted in these positions. Thus, there are N
2 − 1351

recovered complex symbols on which OFDMwill be applied.352

We denote the vector of these recovered symbols as yr. Pre-353

cisely, if the zero that was transmitted in the first position354

is included and occupies the first position again, then yr =355

[0, yr2, yr3, . . . , yr(N2 )
].356

FIGURE 3. Block diagram showing the signal output from the S/P, OFDM
mapping & Hermitian symmetry alignment and the IFFT blocks of Fig. 2.

In this work, IM/DD is employed, as such, the OFDM 357

signal modulates the current of the VLC transmitter and a 358

photo-detector is used for detection, at the receiver. To ensure 359

IM/DD compatibility and obtain real OFDM signals, fre- 360

quency symbols to which yr is mapped, are forced to satisfy 361

the Hermitian symmetry constraint (1), before the inverse 362

fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is performed, as depicted in 363

Fig. 2. An expansion of the S/P, OFDMmapping&Hermitian 364

symmetry alignment block of Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 3, with 365

details of the processed signal from each stage. The frequency 366

domain signal Y r, at the input of the IFFT block is expressed 367

as [0,Yr2,Yr3, . . . ,Yr(N2 )
, 0,Y ∗

p(N2 )
, . . . ,Y ∗r3,Y

∗

r2]
T; where the 368

function [.]T denotes vector transposition. 369

The bipolar real-valued, time domain symbols obtained 370

after the IFFT block are serially aligned and can be expressed 371

as xr = [xr1, xr2, xr3, . . . , xrN ]. The cyclic prefix (CP) is then 372

added to xr for inter-carrier and inter-symbol interference 373

mitigation, after which, DC biasing is applied to achieve the 374

uni-polar signals required to modulate the current of the VLC 375

transmitters. We denote the signal from the VLC transmitters 376

as xv, where v is specifically used to denote the signals 377

in the VLC section. Thus, xv is transmitted by the VLC 378
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transmitters having a Lambertian radiation pattern influenced379

by the channel gain element, h, between the transmitting LED380

and the corresponding receiving photo-diode. Consequently,381

the received signal at the VLC receiver can be expressed as:382

yv = hxv + nv, (3)383

where the AWGN affecting the received optical signal is384

denoted by nv and h is approximated as [56],385

h =

{
Ar(`+1)
2πd2v

cos`(α)cos(ψ), 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 9c

0 elsewhere.
(4)386

In (4),Ar is the effective collection area of the detector located387

at a distance of dv from the transmitter. The detector’s angle388

of irradiance with respect to the transmitter is denoted as α,389

while the angle of incidence is denoted byψ . The Lambertian390

emission order is given by ` = -ln2
ln(cos81/2)

, where 81/2 is the391

semi-angle at half power of the transmitter.392

At the VLC receiver, the analogue signal is converted to393

digital signal, the CP is removed and the serial sequence is394

converted to parallel sub-carriers, after which the FFT is per-395

formed on the received signal. Demodulation and decoding396

then follow, to recover the transmitted signal. We assume397

that the receiver has a perfect knowledge of the channel.398

Hence, maximum likelihood detection is used to estimate the399

likely transmitted message symbols. Therefore, the x̂v which400

minimises the Euclidean distance between the actual received401

signal vector, yv and all potential received signals, is accepted402

as the transmitted vector and is expressed as:403

x̂v = argmin
xv
||yv − hxv||

2
F, (5)404

where ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm.405

2) IN DETECTION406

At the PLC channel output, a simple IN threshold detector407

which compares the magnitudes of yp(n) and y
†
p(n), is used to408

determine whether an information symbol was affected by409

IN. In this work the threshold, θ , is assumed to be five times410

the average transmitted power. The component between yp(n)411

and y†p(n), with a lower magnitude with respect to (wrt) θ ,412

is assumed to be the symbol that was not affected by IN and413

is selected for re-transmission by the VLC transmitter. Thus,414

for n = 2, 3, . . . N2 , the symbol to be transmitted must satisfy415

yr(n) = min(yp(n), y
†
p(n)) < θ. (6)416

At any transmit interval, the following are probable:417

1) None of yp(n) and y
†
p(n) are affected by IN,418

2) Both yp(n) and y
†
p(n) are affected by IN,419

3) Either yp(n) or y
†
p(n) is affected by IN.420

If ‘1’ is used to indicate that a symbol was affected by IN,421

while ‘0’ indicates otherwise, then an IN error table can be422

represented as a logic AND truth table shown in Table 1.423

From Table 1, we observe that transmitting a copy of the424

information symbol in the form of its complex conjugate425

TABLE 1. Impulse noise error probabilities on the received signal
components from PLC.

contributes to the 3
4 outcomes when the output is ‘0’. Since, 426

either yp(n) or y
†
p(n) can be selected for re-transmission at the 427

VLC section, the probability of transmitting IN affected data 428

symbols, is drastically reduced by 75%. In instances when 429

both yp(n) and y†p(n) are affected by IN noise, then yp(n) is 430

clipped to zero, to avoid transmitting signals with higher 431

peaks which could increase the PAPR. 432

B. PERMUTATION CODED TIME-DIVERSITY HERMITIAN 433

SYMMETRY (PC-TDHS) BASED HPV SYSTEM 434

Since IN occurs in short random bursts, then spacing the 435

information carrying time-slots can be another method to 436

enhance the robustness of the system against IN. In light of 437

this, a permutation coded TDHS (PC-TDHS) scheme is intro- 438

duced to enhance the reliability of the HPV system. A further 439

reduction in the complexity of the system is implemented 440

by the use of an SD decoder. This decoder can be a better 441

alternative to the hard-decision (HD) decoder whose compu- 442

tational complexity increases exponentially with an increase 443

in the code length and cardinality, as shown in [55]. It is noted 444

that the implementation of the PC-TDHS scheme reduces the 445

spectral efficiency of the system. However, for applications 446

where a trade-off between reliability and data-rate is toler- 447

ated, the PC-TDHS based system is a potential candidate. 448

A permutation code P consists of |P| codewords, each of 449

length M . All |P| codewords in P are row vectors consisting 450

of M different integers 1, 2, . . . ,M , as symbols and denoted 451

in this work by vp, where p = 1, 2, . . . , |P|. We use the 452

notationPC(M , dmin) to describe P with minimumHamming 453

distance dmin. Hence, b = blog2 |P|c bits are mapped per vp, 454

where b.c denotes the floor function. Note that the Hamming 455

distance is the number of positions in which any codeword 456

pair differs. Consequently, dmin is defined as the smallest 457

Hamming distance between any codeword pairs in P. In the 458

PC-TDHS scheme, a sequence of N time-slots are divided 459

into G groups of M time-slots and only one of the M time- 460

slots in each group, is selected to carry information symbols. 461

This has the potential to mitigate IN noise which occurs 462

in short bursts, because the probability of IN affecting an 463

information symbol in a group ofM time-slots is 1
M . 464

Information symbols consisting of b message bits have a 465

one-to-one mapping with one of |P| codewords. Each infor- 466

mation symbol with b bits is repeated over all the selected 467

time-slots in the G
2 groups. Further, G2 · Q bits can be mod- 468

ulated and Q bits assigned to each selected time-slot in each 469

of the N
2 groups. Therefore, the total number of bits Bt per 470
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transmission period is471

Bt = log2 |P| +
G
2
·Q. (7)472

Let g = 1, 2, . . . , G2 denote the different groups consisting of473

M time-slots, and let l = 1, 2, . . . ,M denote the different474

time-slots in group g. It is worth noting that M =
G
2 ,475

therefore, g = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Thus, the vector xp denoting476

the symbols to be transmitted via the PLC channel in the477

PC-TDHS scheme is478

xp = 0 . . . xp1l . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group 1

, 0 . . . xp2l . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group 2

, . . . , 0 . . . xp(G/2)l . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group G/2

.479

(8)480

In the TDHS scheme, the complex conjugate elements, x∗pgl ,481

of vector in (8) are generated to occupy the other N
2 time-482

slots, forming an HS structure. The transmission process till483

the VLC receiver is similar to that described in Section III-A.484

Considering (3) and the structure of (8), we can express the485

received signal at the VLC receiver of the PC-TDHS HPV486

system after the FFT operation, as a matrix Yv = [(yv)gl] ∈487

CM×M , where g and l will denote the rows and columns in the488

matrix. As in the uncoded TDHS system, maximum likeli-489

hood detection is used to estimate the constellation vector x̂v.490

If HD is used along with a threshold detector, then a threshold491

value τ to which the received signal is subjected to, is set.492

Consequently,493

(ŷv)gl =

{
1, if |(yv)gl | ≥ τ,
0, otherwise,

(9)494

where (ŷv)gl = 0 and (ŷv)gl = 1 is an indication of inactive495

and active time-slots in each group. Each vp ∈ P can be496

converted to an equivalent [0, 1]M×M codeword matrix Cp =497

[cgl] such that in each column of Cp, a ‘1’ fills the position498

which corresponds to the codeword’s integer, while other499

M − 1 values in the column are set to ‘0’. Therefore, the500

estimated matrix, Ŷv = [(ŷv)gl]M×M ∈ {0, 1}, is compared501

with all likely Cp matrices at the receiver and then a decision502

is made based on the minimum distance.503

1) PERMUTATION CODES AND SOFT-DECISION DECODING504

When PCs are used, the low-complexity SD Hungarian-505

Murty (HM) decoder [55], [57], [58], can be used. In this506

type of decoder, the Hungarian algorithm solves an assign-507

ment problem, where the objective is to assign a number508

of resources to an equal number of activities [59]. Thus,509

minimising the total cost or maximising the total profit by510

such an allocation. The Hungarian algorithm assigns a job511

to each worker such that a worker can only be assigned one512

task. Thus, when the Hungarian algorithm is applied to a513

permutation coded communication system, the aim will be514

to find the optimal solution of the cost of the likely trans-515

mitted permutation codeword. The mathematical model of an516

assignment problem [55], [58], [59], can be expressed as: 517

K =
M∑
g=1

M∑
l=1

cgl |(yv)gl |, (10) 518

subject to the constraints
∑M

g=1 cgl =
∑M

l=1 cgl = 1, (g, l = 519

1, 2, . . . ,M ), where K in (10) is the cost of the assign- 520

ment and |(yv)gl | denotes the cost of assigning a resource 521

to an activity. From the model in (10), the Hungarian algo- 522

rithm of the HM decoder iteratively finds an M ×M matrix 523

R = [rgl] ∈ R that produces the maximum cost K 524

corresponding to vp. If the produced codeword is vp ∈ P, then 525

the decoder stops and the produced codeword is assumed to 526

be the transmitted codeword. However, if the produced code- 527

word does not belong to P, then from R, using the Murty’s 528

algorithm, the decoder finds the next highest K costs and 529

ranks them in order of decreasing cost. The highest ranking 530

cost corresponding to one of vp ∈ P, is then selected to be 531

the transmitted codeword. The HM decoding algorithm can 532

be summarised and presented as follows: 533

Algorithm 1HMDecoding in PC-TDHSBasedHPVSystem
Input: Channel output matrix Yv in
Output: Permutation codeword vp out

By Hungarian method, find matrix R = [rgl] ∈ R
if vp ∈ P then

vp is the transmitted permutation codeword
Stop decoder process

F Complexity order of O(M3) [60]
else

By Murty’s algorithm, find the best K permutation
codewords and rank them in order of increasing cost.

Select vp corresponding to the highest ranking cost as
the transmitted codeword

F Complexity order of O(M4) [61]
end if

F Overall worst case decoder complexity order is
O(M4)

C. MULTIPLE ACCESS FOR PC-TDHS BASED HPV SYSTEM 534

The PC-TDHS based HPV is the basis for the implementation 535

of an MA scheme over a TDHS HPV system shown in 536

Fig. 4. Simultaneous transmission from multiple users may 537

compromise the gains of the single user PC-TDHS based 538

system, however the spectral efficiency of anMA is enhanced 539

as multiple users are able to access the channel. In an MA 540

scheme, disjoint codebooks are assigned to multiple users, 541

whereby information bits from users are mapped to specific 542

codewords in their respective codebooks. The codewords in 543

turn determine the specific time-slot to carry the modulated 544

symbols, similar to the PC-TDHS scheme. 545

The computational complexity at the receiver increases 546

exponentially when HD decoders are used. Hence, for 547

reduced decoding complexity at the VLC receiver, we employ 548
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram for TDHS MA HPV Communication System.

the SD decoder based on the Hungarian and Murty’s algo-549

rithms as presented in [55], whose decoding process differs550

only slightly compared to the description in Section III-B1.551

The difference is that when applied to an MA system, the552

decoder not only selects one best optimal solution from553

Murty’s ranking, but the highest ranked m solutions, where554

m denotes the number of allowed active users.555

In the system block diagram of the PC-TDHS based556

MA HPV system shown in Fig. 4, each user is assigned557

a set of codewords forming the user codebook, Pu, where558

u = 1, 2, . . . ,T and T is the number of users in the network.559

The bu = log2(|Pu|) bits from a user’s sequence of message560

bits, are mapped to each codeword vp(u) ∈ Pu, where p =561

1, 2, . . . , (|Pu|). Each integer symbol of the user’s codeword562

indicates which time-slot is activated for data transmission.563

Assuming block synchronisation of the participating users,564

the users’ input signals are added together forming what565

is referred to as a composite signal, which is then passed566

to the TDHS encoder. An example of the time-slot activa-567

tion pattern due to m = 2, is demonstrated in Fig. 5. For568

simplicity, in Fig. 5, the subscripts denote the user number569

and integer positions of the respective user codewords. For570

instance, in vul , u is the user number while l the integer posi-571

tion. Additionally, vul, vul indicates that both users used the572

same time-slot number for transmission. The TDHS encoder573

arranges the composite signal in an HS structure before trans-574

mission to the PLC/VLC integrator module, via the PLC575

channel. For unique decodability by the HM SD decoder576

at the receiver, the minimum Hamming distance between577

codeword of different users and the cyclic properties of the578

combined permutation codewords, are cardinal.579

The output signal vector, yp, from the PLC channel affected580

by the channel noise is given as:581

yp =
m∑
u=1

xupe
jφ
+ np, u = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (11)582

where xup is a vector consisting of the complex input informa-583

tion symbols from user u in the composite transmitted signal.584

As in (2), np = nG + nI
√
D is the noise component in the585

PLC channel comprising the background noise nG modelled586

as AWGN with zero-mean and variance of σ 2
G = 2N0 and587

the IN nI which follows a Poisson distribution and has a588

variance σ 2
G/A. At the PLC/VLC integration module, the 589

process described in Section III-A, regarding IN detection 590

and making the signal IM/DD compatible, is applied. 591

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 592

On the VLC section, an indoor environment is considered. 593

The transmitter is placed in a downward orientation at 3.0 m 594

above the floor, and the receiver is at 0.85 m above the 595

floor, directly under the transmitter, in an upward orientation. 596

In all the simulations, OFDM modulation is used at the VLC 597

section and an array of N = 32 time-slots and sub-carriers 598

are assumed for the PLC and VLC sections respectively. 599

In addition, quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), pre- 600

cisely 4-QAM, is used. For all coded systems, we apply a 601

permutation codebook defined by PC(M = 4, dmin = 3). 602

Simulations for various system scenarios are conducted to 603

obtain the BER and goodput performances versus the elec- 604

trical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a fixed optical SNR of 605

55 dB. Precisely, the following are simulated: 606

1) The HPV system where the TDHS scheme is not 607

applied; this is referred to as the conventional or 608

non-TDHS HPV system. 609

2) The TDHS-based HPV system. 610

3) The permutation coded non-TDHS and TDHS HPV 611

systems denoted as PC non-TDHS and PC TDHS, 612

respectively; employing HD and SD decoding tech- 613

niques. While the AF protocol is applied in all the 614

above mentioned systems, we additionally simulate a 615

PC non-TDHS system employing the DF protocol. 616

4) A multiple-access PC-TDHS HPV system. 617

A. IMPACT OF IMPULSE NOISE ON SYSTEM 618

PERFORMANCE 619

The effect of both the PLC and VLC channels on the trans- 620

mitted signal, is considered. As such the system probability of 621

error must be calculated accordingly; that is considering the 622

probability of error due to the PLC channel, Pe,PLC and the 623

probability of error due to the VLC channel, Pe,VLC. Thus, 624

the probability of error for the conventional HPV system (non 625

TDHS), Pe,non-TDHS can be expressed as: 626

Pe,non-TDHS = 1− (1− Pe,PLC) · (1− Pe,VLC). (12) 627

As provided in [62], 628

Pe,PLC = γTnoisePe,I + (1− γTnoise)Pe,B. (13) 629

In (13), γ and Tnoise denote the arrival rate and average 630

duration of IN, while Pe,B = 1
2erfc

(√
Eb
N0

)
is the probability 631

of error when 4-QAM is considered [63]. The complementary 632

error function is denoted by erfc(·), while Eb and N0 denote 633

the signal and noise power, respectively. Similarly, Pe,I = 634

1
2erfc

(√
Eb

N0+Ni

)
, is the probability of error in the presence 635

of IN, where Ni denotes the IN power spectral density (PSD). 636

The probability of error due to AWGN on a 4-QAM OFDM 637
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FIGURE 5. Time-slot activation representation in an MA PC-TDHS HPV system. User information symbols
for two users mapped to user permutation codewords 2134 and 3142 for the two users.

modulated signal over the VLC channel is expressed as [63]:638

Pe =
1
2
erfc

(√
2
√
N − 1

2
√
N−1

.
h · Eb
N0

)
, (14)639

where N denotes the number of OFDM sub-channels.640

When the TDHS scheme is considered, the impact of the641

IN detector in the PLC-VLC integration unit, on the system642

error probability is accounted for. Thus,643

Pe,TDHS = 1− (1−�P2e,PLC) · (1− Pe,VLC), (15)644

where � is a parameter that accounts for the performance of645

IN detection, whereby its performance in low SNR regions,646

is better than in high SNR regions. Thus, � ≥ 1 , changes647

according to the SNR.648

The system performance in terms of BER as a function649

of the SNR, was simulated. The varying values of A of 0.1,650

0.05 and 0.01 were used in the computations. These varying651

A-values could depict different times of the day or different652

events in a day, inducing varying levels of IN in terms of653

the frequency of occurrence. Theoretical performances for654

both the conventional and the TDHS HPV systems are pre-655

sented for validation of the simulations results. The impact656

of the proposed time-diversity scheme with an IN detector657

at the PLC/VLC integration section is evident in the TDHS658

theoretical BER curves. The effect of the IN is reduced and659

the background noise becomes dominate. Hence, as shown660

in Fig. 6, the error probability curve of the TDHS theoretical661

model shows a reduced error floor section.662

An observation of superior performance for higher663

A-values is evident with increasing SNR values. This demon-664

strates a fundamental phenomena of IN occurrence, where a665

high value of A corresponds to low amplitude pulses with666

frequent occurrences, while a low value of A corresponds667

to high amplitude and less frequent pulses [64]. For all the668

A-values, the performance of the TDHS scheme is compared669

with that of the conventional system. For both theoretical and670

simulated results, Fig. 6, shows that the TDHS based systems,671

perform better than the conventional system. For instance,672

an SNR gain of 5 dB between the theoretical plots is noticed673

at a BER of 10−4, where A = 0.05. Accordingly SNR gains674

for the simulated TDHS and conventional systems are 6 dB675

for A = 0.01, 5 dB for A = 0.05 and 4 dB for A = 0.1.676

The robustness of the TDHS based system is attributed to the677

transmission time diversity between the original data symbol678

FIGURE 6. BER performance for TDHS and non-TDHS system for varying
values of A.

and its complex conjugate component, as well as the fact 679

that each copy of the information symbol has an indepen- 680

dent probability of being affected by a different IN event. 681

As demonstrated in Section III-A, the implementation of the 682

TDHS scheme offers a 75% reduction in the probability of the 683

data symbol being affected by IN. The performance shown in 684

Fig. 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed TDHS 685

scheme for IN mitigation in HPV systems. 686

B. BER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN 687

UNCODED TDHS AND PC-TDHS SINGLE USER HPV 688

SYSTEMS USING HD AND SD DECODERS 689

We further compare the BER performances of the TDHS 690

uncoded system to that of TDHS coded (PC TDHS) system 691

using the HD decoder. Despite the reduction in spectral effi- 692

ciency, a superior BER performance of the PC-TDHS based 693

system over the uncoded TDHS system is noticed, at higher 694

SNR values. Precisely an SNR gain of 2 dB is achieved 695

at a BER of 10−4. This performance enhancement is due 696

to the feature that the permutation code introduces in the 697

time-slot activation pattern, where only some time-slots are 698

activated to carry the modulated information bits. As a result 699

the probability of the IN effect on the activated time-slot is 700

reduced. 701

The performance of the coded TDHS HPV system is fur- 702

ther enhanced in terms of reliability and decoding compu- 703

tation reduction by the use of the HM-based SD decoder. 704
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FIGURE 7. BER performance comparison between TDHS and Non-TDHS
based HPV systems for coded and uncoded schemes. A = 0.05, M = 4 for
coded systems.

In Fig. 7, the superior performance influenced by the HM SD705

decoder is noted when a coded conventional system is com-706

pared with the coded TDHS system using the HD decoder.707

Considering the positive effect of the HM decoder on the708

coded non-TDHS system, it is conceived that a combination709

of the TDHS scheme and the HM decoder on a coded system710

will provide further performance enhancement. Suffice to711

say, the BER performance of a PC-TDHS HPV system using712

the HMSD decoder, is also shown in Fig. 7, with an enhanced713

performance over the PC non-TDHS system using the same714

the HMdecoder, and the TDHS system using the HD decoder.715

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN HPV716

SYSTEMS EMPLOYING AMPLIFY-AND-FORWARD (AF) AND717

DECODE-AND-FORWARD (DF) RELAYING PROTOCOLS718

All except one plot in Fig. 7 are results from HPV sys-719

tems simulated with the AF relaying protocol. The exception720

shows the BER performance of the PC non-TDHS system721

employing the DF protocol. The superior performance of722

the DF-based non-TDHS over the TDHS systems is evident723

until a BER of 10−4. As such, this translates into a superior724

goodput performance, as depicted in Fig. 8. In this work,725

the definition of the system goodput is given as the differ-726

ence between the total transmitted data blocks and the block727

error rate (BLER); where BLER is a ratio of the number of728

erroneous blocks to the total number of blocks transmitted.729

Thus, we express goodput as 1 − BLER. The superior730

performance of the non-TDHS HPV system using the DF731

relaying protocol over the TDHS system, is due to the fact732

that information received from the PLC channel is only for-733

warded to the destination if the decoding is deemed suc-734

cessful by the error detection code. However, the enhanced735

performance over AF enabled schemes is achieved at higher736

computational complexity. While the TDHS scheme using737

the AF relaying protocol only detects if the transmitted data738

was affected by IN with a complexity of O(M2), the DF739

scheme as seen in Fig. 9 requires several signal processes740

FIGURE 8. Goodput performance comparison for coded TDHS and
non-TDHS systems employing AF and DF relaying protocols. SD decoding
was used for all the systems.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of major signal processes between TDHS system
using the AF relaying protocol and non-TDHS system using the DF relaying
protocol. Grey portions depict common processes, while white portions
indicate processes not applicable to a particular system. Blue and orange
portions depict processes applicable only to either the TDHS or the
non-TDHS system, respectively.

before re-transmission to the VLC receiver. In addition to the 741

computational complexities of the demodulation, encoding 742

and modulation of the considered coded system, the decoding 743

complexities are O(M4) and O(M ! · M2) for SD and HD 744

decoding, respectively [55]. Moreover, the performance of 745

the PC-TDHS system using the HM decoder improves and is 746

comparaable to the DF-based TDHS system. Therefore, the 747

proposed TDHS scheme would be a cost-effective option. 748

D. BER PERFORMANCE PC-TDHS BASED MA HPV 749

SYSTEMS 750

The BER performance of the TDHS based MA HPV system 751

using the HM decoder, is shown in Fig. 10. As expected, 752

from the trend in Figs. 6 and 7, the PC TDHS MA HPV 753

system outperforms that of the coded non-TDHS MA HPV 754

system. For example, over 2 dB difference in SNR at 10−3 is 755

noticed. Furthermore, since multiple time-slots are activated 756

in each G group, the number of time-slots prone to the IN 757

effect also increases. Hence, the single user PC-TDHS system 758

also using the HM decoder, outperforms the system with 759

MA scheme. However, the MA implementation increases 760

the channel utilisation, thus a trade-off between the BER 761

performance and the spectral efficiency is inevitable. 762
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FIGURE 10. BER performance of the MA HPV system using the
permutation coded TDHS. A = 0.05, M = 4, m = 2.

V. CONCLUSION763

In this paper, an investigation on the reliability performance764

of a hybrid technology system identified to be critical for con-765

tinued development of IoT, was conducted. Precisely, a novel766

scheme for IN mitigation in an HPV communication system767

has been presented. The scheme is based on a time-diversity768

concept that uses the Hermitian symmetry structure to intro-769

duce data repetition and recover information symbols that770

are likely to have been affected by IN. Thus, referred to as771

time-diversity Hermitian symmetry (TDHS) scheme for IN772

mitigation. The use of the TDHS scheme results in a 75%773

chance to recover IN affected data symbols at the PLC/VLC774

integration unit. In comparison to the conventional system,775

the TDHS-based HPV system has a better BER performance776

that is attributed to the fact that information symbols affected777

by IN could be recovered using their respective copies that are778

simultaneously transmitted with them, in complex conjugate779

form.780

Further, the TDHS scheme was implemented over a per-781

mutation coded HPV system using soft decision decoding.782

Compared to the uncoded TDHS HPV system, the PC TDHS783

based system demonstrated enhanced reliability where an784

SNR gain of over 6 dB at a BER of 10−4 for both HD and785

SD decoders, was achieved. The use of the SD HM decoder786

with the TDHS scheme further improved the BER when787

compared to the one employing the HD decoder. Despite the788

poorer performance when compared to a PC conventional789

system using the DF protocol, the proposed TDHS based790

HPV system using the AF protocol has acceptable perfor-791

mance metrics in terms of BER and goodput, yet with a lower792

computational complexity. Furthermore, PCs provided a base793

for the implementation of a permutation coded MA HPV794

system whose decoding complexity is reduced by employing795

an SD HM decoder.796
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